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The aim of this article is to investigate and explain how
performativity, as defined by J.L. Austin and Judith Butler,
can be viewed as an important element within the narrative
framework of Lille Kung Mattias (Little King Mattias), as
performed by Backa Theatre in Gothenburg, Sweden, during
the 2009-2010 season. Lille Kung Mattias, directed by Mattias
Andersson, is based on the novel Król Macius´ Pierwszy (1923)
by Polish author Janusz Korczak, and has been performed for
children aged 11 upwards. I explore how class, age and gender
are »made« (and also fail to be made) performatively, and show
how being a king is revealed as a performative act precisely
then, when Mattias receives all the attire and the title but
doesn’t move or talk like an adult king. Thus he fails to fulfil
expectations. But thereafter, in terms that Butler uses, Mattias
pushes the borders of what a king can be and do by iteratively
»making« a new kind of king. In the end, the audience also
change their behaviour by becoming an active part of the
performance.
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!" PERFORMATIVITY AND THE CONSTRUCTION
OF CHILDREN’S CITIZENSHIP IN BACKA
THEATRE’S STAGING OF LILLE KUNG MATTIAS
(2009/2010)

""""""""""""""""""""""""!

! " In Sweden, theatre for children and young audiences has
historically been closely connected to pedagogics. According
to Karin Helander, professor in Theatre Studies, drama was
utilized for centuries in Sweden to teach children to obey their
elders and to be humble, and was an important part of their
protestant religious and moral training. During the 18th century, drama texts from Germany and other European countries
were translated and historical events were dramatized to
bolster religious conviction and cultivate historical knowledge.1 In Émile ou De l’éducation (Émile, or On Education,
1762), Jean-Jacques Rousseau viewed children, specifically
male children, as individual humans who should be raised
with a greater degree of freedom. The Enlightenment gradually
loosened the hold that a strictly Christian perspective had
over Europe. In Sweden, books for children were rare until the
middle of the 18th century, and when they did finally emerge,
they stubbornly presented noble children as role models.2
Professional theatre produced specifically for children first
appeared in the south of Sweden late in the 19th century. During the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries,
ideas concerning aesthetic education gained prominence.
Among others, Ellen Key in her opus Barnets århundrade
[The Century of the Child, 1900] led the campaign to give all
children, regardless of social class, access to art and literature.
During the early 20th century, bourgeois children in southern
Sweden were provided with »dramatized picture books«, in the
form of live tableaux with child characters placed amid spectacular scenography. The characters were evil or good, poor or
rich; characteristics like bravery, honesty and gratitude were
encouraged. In 1934, The National Provincial Theatre (Riksteatern) was founded, and started producing performances and
touring.3 In 1964, a special section for school theatre was set
up and, by this time, the National Provincial Theatre performed
for children throughout the country.4 Today, this is still an
important part of The National Provincial Theatre’s repertoire,
through which many children and young people first encounter
professional theatre.
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" B A C K A T H E A T R E A N D LILLE KUNG MATTIAS
" "" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "
Backa Theatre was founded by a group of actors, musicians,
technicians and a director working at Gothenburg Civic
Theatre who wanted to reach children and young people living
in the less privileged suburbs of Gothenburg. In 1978, they
began performing as Skolteatergruppen (The School Theatre
Group) on smaller stages in Gothenburg and in schools.6 The
name Backa Theatre, taken in 1982, derives from the western
suburb Hisings Backa, where the group was located during
a decisive period in their history. Backa Theatre created a
unique profile for itself, featuring as it did live music played
by six musicians and composers (employed by the group on
a full-time basis) onstage with the actors. During the term of
their first artistic leader Eva Bergman, the theatre performed
classic plays as well as newly written material. Since then, the
theatre has continuously cast a critical eye on contemporary
society in its performances, and maintained its commitment
to young audiences. Backa Theatre has been awarded several
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Between 1968 and 1998, a number of independent theatre
groups, such as Nationalteatern (The National Theatre),
Pistolteatern (The Pistol Theatre) and Lule Stassteater, emerged
all over Sweden and frequently performed for children and
young people in schools and youth centres.5 Many of the
people working in these groups, such as Suzanne Osten, Med
Reventberg and Hilda Hellwig, later became notable artistic
leaders, directors and actors in the country’s national, regional
and county theatres. Independent theatre groups have continuously proven themselves to be important in the shaping of
the artistic landscape of Sweden, and not least with regard to
theatre for children and young audiences.
There are currently eighteen regional and county theatres
located throughout the country. Since distances between cities
and towns in Sweden are often great, some of these theatres
tour their own regions, performing for adults, children and
young people. In this way, many people living outside of
the more densely populated regions experience theatre. In
the larger cities and towns in the south, such as Stockholm,
Gothenburg, Uppsala, Lund, Borås, Helsingborg and Skövde,
we have civic theatres, some of which perform exclusively
for children and the young. This article focuses on one such
production by Backa Theatre, the division of The Gothenburg
Civic Theatre that has performed specifically for young audiences since 1978. The production is an example of how theatre
for children and young people in Sweden still functions in
various ways as a moral and educational institution, working
from a variety of aesthetic perspectives when engaging with
the discourse of childhood.
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prizes through the years and is well known internationally,
having toured on four continents and collaborated with, among
others, Teatro Avenida in Mozambique and Al-Harah Theater in
Palestine. The theatre performs for school audiences during the
day and for the general public in the evenings, thus reaching
broad audiences who choose to visit the theatre for a variety of
reasons.
In recent decades, theatre for children and the young in
Sweden has continuously renegotiated the concept of childhood, with the construct of the child itself often being central
to performances. The aim of this article is to investigate and
clarify the role of performativity as a central tool in revealing
how an adult king and an »ordinary« boy are constructed, and
how the democratic child is created in a production of Lille
Kung Mattias (Little King Matt) by Backa Theatre in Gothenburg, Sweden, during the group’s 2009-2010 season. I hope to
elucidate how Mattias’ failure as a boy to performatively fulfil
the roles of adult king and ordinary boy in fact challenges the
play’s system of power. Through the production’s empowerment of the children in the audience, I argue that space is
provided for children to practice a specific form of citizenship
and democracy.
Natalie Davet, scholar of children and youth studies, offers a
close reading of Lille Kung Mattias in a report for Barnteaterakademin [The Academy of Theatre for Children]. Davet explains
that the production is an example of interactive theatre in
which the children in the audience are able to raise their voices,
and that this adds the important dimension of educating the
audience in democracy. Nevertheless, she also observes that it
is still the adults who decide when the children are given space
and how.7 In the current article, I develop this observation
further with reference to performativity and an initial focus on
specific scenes. I will then widen the perspective to investigate
opportunities offered to juvenile audiences to practise
democratic citizenship.
Lille Kung Mattias is based on the novel Król Maciuś
Pierwszy [King Matt the First] by the Polish-Jewish educator,
children’s author and paediatrician Henryk Goldszmit
(1878–1942), writing under the pseudonym Janusz Korczak.8
The novel was first published in 1923. In Gothenburg, the
novel was adapted for the stage by Mattias Andersson, who
also directed the play, which was performed for children aged
11 or older. Adult actors played all the characters in Backa
Theatre’s production. The dramatization centres on the royal
child Mattias, who becomes king when his father dies. At first,
the adult ministers in the government manipulate Mattias, but
then he learns about the unfair world outside the castle from
a girl called Felicia. Mattias overthrows the government and
gives the ministers’ positions to the children in the audience.

" PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND
P E R F O R M A T I V I T Y """""""""""""""""""""" "
This article draws upon performance analysis, a method
commonly employed in Theatre Studies to investigate how
semiotics in text, light, sound, scenography, costume, make-up
and gesture interact and/or conflict with one another. Since my
main interest is in linking the performance to performativity
theory, this will be my primary focus. I am aware that my use
of one specific analytical perspective rules out results that
other perspectives would uncover. The material I’ve analysed
is an archived film of a performance of Lille Kung Mattias
(2009/2010), and the prompter’s script of the performance
provided to me by Backa Theatre.
The speech act theorist J.L. Austin stresses that performative
utterances don’t merely describe situations but are in themselves actions: »They are ‘performed’, like other actions, or take
place, like other worldly events, and thus make a difference in
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The entire audience is then invited onstage in groups to draw
up financial budgets, which they then present to each other.
The main scenes I focus on are where Mattias is coronated
as a boy and holds his first meeting with the ministers; where
Mattias meets the impoverished girl Felicia, who lives outside
the royal castle, and follows her outside to the people; and those
in the second part of the performance where Mattias invites the
children in the audience to form the new government.
The invitation to the children in the audience to act as the
government seems to be influenced by Henryk Goldszmit’s
work. For many years, Goldszmit was director of an orphanage
for Jewish children in Warsaw where he created »a children’s
parliament and court, giving children the power to make
decisions about their everyday lives and about their destiny«.9
He also promoted children’s rights in many of his works. In
Prawo dziecka do szancunku [How to Love a Child], published
in 1928, his loving and respectful attitude towards children
was shown to be an important part of his pedagogical work.
In several of his literary works, Goldszmit addressed the
contemporary use of punishment in bringing up children, and
described the cruelty and fear that children suffered simply
because they were minors: »Children working ten hours a day,
seven days a week and earning nearly nothing; children being
beaten because the parents blamed them for their own misery
or simply because they were persuaded that children exist to be
tormented; frightened children, serious and worried children
– the world was not a comfortable place for a child at that
time.«10 Goldszmit worked to change this by discussing with
his young readers such issues as discrimination and inclusion,
friendship, societal improvement, and life and death. He treated
children as thoughtful and important human beings.

" C O N S T R U C T I N G A N A D U L T K I N G """"""" "
In Lille Kung Mattias, the boy Mattias loses his father and, as
the only successor to the throne, he has to become king at the
age of eleven. To begin with, the scenography consists solely
of an empty floor and a large golden backdrop curtain. The
stage is framed in gold. The Minister for the Environment and
the Ministers of Health, Education, Defence, Finance and Law
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the world; it could be said that they produce a different world,
even if only for a single speaker and a single addressee«.11
The most well-known example of a performative utterance in
Austin’s terms is that of two people getting married in which
the articulation of the words »I do« transforms the same two
single people into a legally married couple. But performative
utterances depend on specific circumstances in order to
succeed; certain words need to be uttered by certain people in
certain circumstances, and all participants must complete the
entire procedure correctly. For instance, the person leading the
marriage ceremony must be legally recognized as having the
authority to do so. Should all of the necessary conditions not
be met, the act is deemed to have misfired. There are also cases
when the intended effect fails to materialize or the requisite
skills are found to be lacking; though the act is accomplished,
it remains hollow and, according to Austin, an abuse.12
In Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity
(1990), Judith Butler defines performativity as something
that »is not a singular act, but a repetition and a ritual, which
achieves its effects through its naturalization in the context
of a body, understood, in part, as a culturally sustained duration«.13 In this respect, Butler’s notion of performativity differs
from Austin’s theory, since Butler takes into consideration the
whole duration of the body and not merely the oral speech act.
Butler also connects the ritual dimension of performativity
to Bourdieu’s notion of habitus. Butler claims that gender is
performative in the sense that what we take to be the eternal
essence of gender is actually a set of acts that we produce
through our bodies’ ways of moving, talking, dressing and
desiring: »There is no gender behind the expressions of gender;
that identity is performatively constituted by the very ‘expressions’ that are said to be its results.«14 Given that there is no
essence of gender, there is the possibility/danger of pushing
the boundaries of embodied femininity and masculinity. Here
lies the subversive potential: gender is performative, repetitive
and therefore changeable. In this article, the aim is to explore
performativity from an intersectional perspective in which the
axes of class, age and gender significantly influence how the
boy Mattias is expected to perform the adult king; but instead,
he subversively creates a new kind of king and government in
Lille Kung Mattias.
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Image 1. Little King Matt and the long cloak (above) and
Children in a performance of Lille Kung Mattias enter the
stage (below). Photographer: Ola Kjelbye.

are dressed in black coats, trousers and shoes, with ribbons
in different colours on their coats. They wear black high hats
and white make up, emphasizing their puppet-like stiffness.
Mattias, a white boy with short dark brown hair, wears a blue
coat with golden ribbons, blue shorts and high yellow socks at
the outset.
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When Mattias is to be coronated, a happy tune with wind
instruments is played and the light turns red onstage. The
ministers dress him in shoes, a blue and golden crown, a long
red cloak and they give him golden paper and a pen to use in
his first meeting with them. They cheer him on as the new king
and tell him that he’s standing in his father’s favourite spot.
To use Butler’s terms, this crowning of the king is supposed
to be a »‘dramatization’ of the body, a matter of ‘ritualized,
public performance’«, where the music and the lighting help
to build up the feeling of a performance of »crowning the new
King«.15 The problem is that Mattias doesn’t know how to act
as an adult king. He stands there lost and stiff, and has no idea
what to do. The cloak is too long and he expresses uncertainty
by twisting his fingers and glancing at the ministers. He looks
uncomfortable. Though he has the position and the title,
Mattias doesn’t know how to perform as king; at the same time,
the construct of the king as a performative act is revealed.
The royal ceremony is performed, but Mattias is unable to
fulfil expectations, which makes his appearance humoristic
and heart-breaking in equal measure. It also pinpoints what
being king really means. The scene reveals how the expression
of bodily power is connected to »performing« adulthood and
masculinity, and the ability to »own« the space of performance.
Mattias is uncertain as a child and doesn’t perform the actions
expected of him. This royal ceremony would in Austin’s view be
considered hollow, and as such an abuse, given that Mattias is
presented with the royal title, but fails to perform.
In spite of everything, the ministers pretend to treat Mattias
as the new king. They try to guide (or manipulate) him into
behaving as a king; for example, by explaining that the king
has a meeting every morning with the ministers who inform
him of the situation in each department. While the ministers
lie to him and say that everything is fine in the country, a news
voice-over is heard saying that the country is experiencing its
worst economic crisis in a hundred years. Mattias’s crowning
is therefore a hollow act in two ways: it doesn’t actually make
him king, since he doesn’t understand how to performatively
construct the adult king and he can’t construct the king as long
as the ministers neither give him the right information nor
involve him in making the decisions.
When the meeting with the ministers is over, they leave the
stage, but Mattias stumbles over his cloak. It’s too long for him.
He takes off the cloak and the crown and proceeds to the royal
garden where the light is yellow, green and warm, and golden
leaves float down and fall upon the ground. He bends down to
pick up a leaf and suddenly sees a football rolling along the
ground. A girl then enters, looking for the ball.
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" C O N S T R U C T I N G A N O R D I N A R Y B O Y """"" "
The poor girl is called Felicia. She has accidentally kicked the
ball into the royal garden and now comes to retrieve it. She is
a white girl with long and light brown tousled hair, bare feet
and a loosely fitting grey dress.16 Her face and body are grimy,
she moves fast and is ready to run. When she discovers Mattias
she is at first frightened, since it is forbidden to be in the royal
garden, but is then impressed when she realizes that he is
actually the king. Compared to Felicia, Mattias looks young
and new to the world. It is as if he is constantly surprised by
everything around him; he gives individual attention to each
new phenomenon, and has no overview of the world. He doesn’t
understand when Felicia says that, as the king, he has the
power to decide everything in the country.
It is also revealed that Mattias doesn’t know how to play
football and in this sense he, as a royal child, doesn’t know
how to performatively construct the actions or appearance of
an »ordinary« child. Most children are expected to have seen
or experienced some kind of ball when they are 11 years old,
particularly if they are among the rich in society. Mattias’
questions show that he doesn’t have any other children to
play with in the castle and that he has hardly ever been in the
world outside the castle grounds. He says »I remember once
going to a museum with mum and dad when I was seven years
old«.17 When Felicia asks him what he spends his days doing
if he doesn’t meet any other children, Mattias answers »Well,
I … have lectures in different languages and do exercises in
mathematics, writing and reading … And … I play different
instruments. And then I sleep some and play patience with the
pack of cards«.18 The ball intrigues him and Felicia becomes his
guide, teaching Mattias to play as well as to understand the
misery of life in the country outside. When they play, Felicia’s
fast and nimble moves contrast with Mattias’ stiff astonishment, revealing how gender and class are performatively
constructed through the use made of bodies. Mattias is
used to sitting still, receiving lectures and playing patience.
Felicia is used to constant movement – running away from the
soldiers, the royal guards and the police who often chase the
impoverished citizens. In her state of poverty, all she gets to eat
is carrots. Their contrasting daily lives mean that their bodies
and gestures form images of class difference.
In order to gain an understanding of the problems outside
the royal castle, Mattias later asks Felicia if he can join her.
Felicia answers »In those clothes, alone as a king? They will
mash you!«19 Mattias then asks »But I … If I … dress up …?
Like an ordinary … like you …?« and Felicia answers, »You
can’t speak and move that way!«20 Mattias ends up begging
»But I can learn …« and Felicia agrees to pick him up later
that evening.21 In this dialogue, Felicia pinpoints how Mattias
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differs from »the ordinary« people outside the royal castle. It
is not only a matter of how he dresses but also of how he talks
and moves. Mattias is royal and belongs to the highest class
of all, this is what he embodies. Felicia requires him to change
so that he can melt into the crowd and thus be protected from
the people’s rage. That Mattias then starts to beg Felicia to take
him with her, reveals the notion of the »ordinary citizen« as a
performative act that is learned, practised and therefore subject to change in the process of being repeatedly performed – in
the same way Butler describes gender as »instituted through a
stylized repetition of acts«.22 But gender never comes without
class and, in Mattias’ case, he needs to learn how to move and
talk like an »ordinary« boy. It’s interesting that he actually
uses the word »learn« instead of »pretend« in this context. This
underlines the fact that being an »ordinary« boy is something
that you learn and repeat as bodily knowledge; and that
Mattias needs to practise in order to be able to acquire that
knowledge.
Mattias takes off his blue coat and shorts, under which he
wears a grey t-shirt and grey shorts. When Felicia comes to
pick him up, she makes him take his socks off and tousles his
hair. She puts up her hand for Mattias to give her »high five«
but he doesn’t understand what to do and instead he puts up
his own hand in the same way as Felicia. With bare feet and
grey clothes, she brings him to her side of the royal wall. After
a blackout, the sound of rain is heard. When the light comes
up there is a pile of plastic sacks and cardboard boxes in the
middle of the stage and the light is blue and cold. All other
colours seem to be missing. One by one, people emerge from
the pile of sacks and boxes, and Mattias learns that people are
gambling and drinking and trying to make their lives bearable
in the absence of any opportunity to work and earn money.
Felicia’s mother doesn’t speak Swedish and Felicia explains
that they came to the country because they couldn’t stay in
their home country. Felicia’s brother Felix, when meeting Mattias, wonders »who the hell he is« and when Felicia introduces
him as her new friend, Mattias stands stiffly and says »Hi,
hi« in a polite way that Felix finds strange. Felicia explains
that Mattias just arrived from the countryside and Felix looks
at Mattias suspiciously, saying »You sure don’t look like you
come from here«.23 But then Felix, at first standing there in a
threatening manner with his baseball bat, reluctantly accepts
Felicia’s explanation, saying »Lucky you, I have to go …«.24
In this sense, Mattias finds himself in a twilight zone where
he is neither accepted as king by the government nor as an
ordinary boy by the people. He is alienated from the people
around him and is constantly trying, unsuccessfully, to figure
out how to behave, move and talk in order to fit in. In the
process, he constructs an in-between position that leads to the

" T H E S U B V E R S I V E K I N G """""""""""""" "
When Mattias realizes that the situation in the country is critical and the population is starving, not to mention lacking both
jobs and shelter, he walks back with Felicia to the royal castle
and, standing in the middle of the stage, powerfully announces
to the government: »You’ve lied to me! The whole time you’ve
lied to me! You’ve spoken in my name! You’ve decided in my
name! Nothing of what you say is true! You are worthless!
Worthless! The only one I can trust is Felicia here! [...] You are
dismissed, fired, sacked! I shall create a new government! A
new rule! This country shall be ruled in a whole new manner!
This country shall be changed from the very ground! The
world shall be changed from the very ground! I shall create
a new government! I shall create a new rule! With ministers
who are all … ministers who are … Children!«.25 At this point
in the performance, the scenery has started falling apart, the
room has opened up, all the lights are turned on and a wall
with various political topics written on it has appeared behind
the stage. The ministers stand onstage, stiff and speechless.
Through his manner of speech and movement, Mattias now
takes the lead and acts in a way appropriate to a king. He now
fulfils expectations of royalty and the act of becoming king is
physically completed. At the same time, he uses his position to
carry out a subversive act: as king, he chooses to give the ministers’ seats to children. To use Butler’s terms, when Mattias
gives executive power to children, he fails to repeat »kingship«
correctly and thus reconstructs expectations as to what a
male king may proclaim. His utterance is also a performative
speech act in the context of the narrative framework, in the
sense that the ministers are obliged to submit to the king’s will
and, following the speech act, are relieved of their positions.
To use Austin’s terms, Mattias’ utterance is an illocutionary
act because it demands that the ministers surrender their jobs
to children. At the same time, it is a perlocutionary act, since
it renders the ministers speechless.26 Within the narrative
framework, Mattias not only changes the government, he also
changes the feelings of the ministers, whose total control has
been obliterated and who react with absolute silence. At this
point in the story, the performance reaches its last phase, in
which the audience is invited on stage.
" C R E A T I N G D E M O C R A T I C C I T I Z E N S H I P "" "
After Mattias’ declaration to the government, the interactive
part of the performance takes place. Mattias asks Felicia if she
can see a child in the audience who would be a suited to the
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possibility and perhaps necessity of creating a new kind of
king; a subversive king who changes the rules of who can decide
what and who can be a democratic citizen with voting rights.
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post of Minister of Finance and, one-by-one, children replace
the ministers onstage. Felicia moves around in the audience
with a microphone and asks if anyone feels like replacing one of
the ministers. She then asks volunteers their names and which
school they are from. The new child ministers are encouraged
to dismiss the adult ones verbally and the former ministers
leave the stage with angry comments. Thus, the children of the
audience become elements in the production and are invited to
experience the feeling of power associated with the position of
ministers in the government within the narrative framework.
The former adult ministers exchange the costumes of fairy tale
rulers for those of contemporary actors and actresses.
When all the minister posts are appointed, Mattias asks the
new ministers: »What is the biggest problem for children in
Sweden today?« And he sits down onstage to discuss the question with the new minister group.27 Felicia turns to the remaining audience with the same question and gives everybody one
minute to think about it. Mattias starts interviewing the new
ministers, but then the other actors and actresses question his
legitimacy as king, since he is in fact an adult actor. One of the
actors then asks a child (boy or girl) from the audience to be
the new king. The new king is asked what his/her first decision
will be as king. One of the actors suggests that all the children
in the audience should have the opportunity to decide things
and the audience is divided into seven different groups, each
of which is asked to propose a financial budget for Sweden.
They are asked to distribute the budget so as to meet all needs
in the areas of defence, health, environment, education, law,
employment and culture. Each of the groups is now assigned a
minister and an adult actress or actor in the role of facilitator.
They then start to discuss how to distribute the budget in parcels of three, six or nine million Swedish crowns in different
categories in their specific areas. In the area of health some of
the options are, for example: residences for the homeless, more
doctors and hospitals and healthcare for »apathetic« refugee
children.28 In the area of law, some of the options are: fighting
criminal gangs, letting refugees stay in Sweden and making
all downloads from the Internet legal. Each group discussion
concludes with an internal vote. The facilitator leads the
discussion but does not judge the participants’ comments.
Whatever they decide is the outcome of the discussion. In the
filmed version that I analysed, one group talks about natural
disasters and following the news after the earthquake in Haiti
2010. This short sequence shows that these children have many
thoughts and concerns about the earthquake, having watched
news reports on television and talked about it at school. Their
roles as citizens in society become clear, not least since they’ve
witnessed the same news reports as adult citizens.
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Image 2. Children in a performance of Lille Kung Mattias
discuss how to budget the money in the area of defence (above)
and Little King Matt surrounded by the ministers in the
Government (below). Photographer: Ola Kjelbye.

After a while, everyone gathers together again for the outcomes of the group discussions to be presented. In the filmed
version, the categories that got nine million Swedish crowns
were: aid for poorer countries; healthcare for »apathetic«
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refugee children; endangered animals; improving food in
schools; legalizing all downloads from the Internet and
supporting employment opportunities or education for the
unemployed. Once the presentations and follow-up discussions
are over, the new government approves the new budget and
the actor who previously played Mattias and the actress who
played Felicia return to their parts, put the newly determined
budget agreement in an envelope, address it to Sweden’s
Minister of Finance and stamp the envelope so that it can actually be sent. By this time, the other actors and actresses have
put their original costumes back on, and the adult ministers
are back on the stage. They claim that the budget doesn’t work
and that the children can’t understand things like this, being
so young. The adult ministers order the children to leave the
stage, and the Minister of Defence proclaims: »Because this
is our space! We decide here! This is our stage and you stand
beside it and listen! We are the ministers! We are the educated
ones! We are the adults and we are the ones who decide!«29 The
Minister of Education continues: »And you are the children and
you stand there!«30 They even claim that they are adult actors
and actresses who should be allowed to continue their story.
Mattias is crazy and has abused his powers, they say; he only
wants »worthless, ignorant children in his government to be
able to decide everything himself!«31
But people’s positions in the theatre are not the same after
the group discussions. What happens at this point in the filmed
version of the performance is that the children talk back to the
ministers.32 They try to stay on the stage or, having left, climb
back up when the ministers’ backs are turned. The children
don’t construct the act of being children in an audience in
the way the ministers find appropriate. Instead, they push
the boundaries and resist, since they have the chance to be
a part of the story themselves. The fact that they have met
the actors and actresses outside their roles as ministers, and
have discussed political matters with them, has changed
the contract with the audience. The audience members now
experience, physically and emotionally, what it is like when a
theatre performance includes their own voices and opinions.
Furthermore, discussing political matters, including the
distribution of the state budget, is an exercise in practising
democracy and citizenship. According to Austin’s terminology
on performativity, the vote misfires, since legally children
are not allowed to vote. But they do practise democratic
citizenship by discussing and deciding what they consider to
be the most important measures to take in society. Thus, the
performance not only explores what it means to construct a
king or an ordinary boy, but also the capabilities of children
who are given the opportunity to express thoughts on societal
priorities.

" CONCLUSION AND A DIFFERENT OUTCOME "
As mentioned at the very beginning if this article, Rousseau’s
text concerning the boy as an independent human being
remains an important point of departure when discussing
children’s rights as regards agency and citizenship. But as
John Wall, professor in Religion and Childhood Studies,
points out, Rousseau’s ideas as well as John Locke’s theory
on democratic thought both require a sharp public-private
divide in which »responsibility is confined to the private
sphere of dependent relations, in contrast with the public
sphere of autonomous rights«.34 What children demonstrate,
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When the ministers question the minors’ understanding of
matters and insist that »this is the way things must be! There
is no other alternative – it must be like this! It really always
must be this way!« – there is a blackout in the room. When
the lights come up, the children see that Mattias and Felicia
have managed to escape with the budget envelope – and they
applaud and cheer them on. Mattias and Felicia leave the room
with the envelope and Mattias promises: »I will be back! I will
be back! We will be back!«33
Now, these decisions concerned specific topics that were
previously agreed upon after a period of preparatory work
with school children in Gothenburg. The choices the children
in the audience made were of course influenced by what they
had experienced during the course of the performance, but
it is interesting to note the kind of choices they made nonetheless. The options formulated represented to a large extent
traditional left-wing values, insofar as common resources were
to be used to support groups with the greatest needs. Thus,
the children felt encouraged to take the position of socially
concerned democratic politicians and citizens and to link the
act of discussing political matters to the interests of those
who lack economic power. The good democratic politician and
citizen are oriented toward the political Left. It is also interesting to consider what the outcome would have been if the topics
had been created by the children in the audience attending each
performance. What if they had to formulate the agenda? What
kind of discussion would that have led to? The children are
exploring how to draw up a budget, but their ministerial positions have been chosen for them. They are given the opportunity
to make decisions but there is no freedom of choice concerning
topics; the political process is thus presented as a matter
of making decisions rather than as the ability to formulate
options grounded in a population’s specific experiences and
to act on those options. The outcome reveals what the children
in the audience would vote for if they were given the chance to
discuss the subjects on offer – but not what they would choose
to prioritize if they were the ones setting the agenda.
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according to Wall, is that this »dichotomy of political
independence and familial dependency is a false one«.35 He
claims that political philosophy has long defined democracy
as belonging principally to the adult realm and children have
been considered too incompetent or dependent to be capable
of exercising any political power themselves. He articulates
how a democracy representing people of all ages »requires
a re-examination of the traditional Enlightenment idea that
democratic representation is the expression of independent
or developed rationality« and »an expanding concept of
the political subject and the political terrain«, based on »a
restructuring of fundamental social norms in response to
children’s experiences«.36 His conclusion is that democracy can
only represent children adequately if it is »reconceptualised as
a politics of difference«.37
Wall gives examples of governments in New Zealand, South
Africa, Israel, Rwanda, the United Kingdom and Kazakhstan
creating systematic structures for listening to the voices of
children. This does not mean that children exercise political
power, but they are given a voice that is heard by those who do.
At least 30 countries – including India, Norway, Bolivia, Nigeria
and Congo – have some kind of children’s parliamentary
structure. In India and Brazil, for example, children in local
children’s parliaments have made significant contributions
to their communities by suggesting changes in educational
policies, improved community services and the funding of
new utilities.
In Korczak’s original novel, the children are given power by
King Matt, but when he orders the grownups to go to school
while children take their jobs, the trains stop running, shops
are closed and factories shut down. This leads to enemy kings
invading the country and King Matt losing his throne to them.
Matt is sent to a deserted island together with 33 officers and
soldiers. Ten of his friends will be able to join him after a year.
The scenario is an example of how badly things might end
up, were children required to maintain the structures built
by adults. Applying Wall’s theory of the politics of difference,
the problem in this scenario is not the relationship between
the king and the children – but that the children are not given
the opportunity to create their own structures and agenda.
According to publisher and author Lilia Ratcheva-Stratieva,
»[t]his failure is a sign of the author’s disappointment with
humankind and the political reality in which he lived«, and
thus an example of how the problem does not relate to the
capabilities of children but to their lack of opportunity to
practise a citizenship based on Wall’s notion of a politics of
difference.38 Only by restructuring the whole system of society
and democracy would Mattias be able to practise such a
politics of difference.
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